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Beyond Affordability ........................ 25
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alternative to commercial products, we must 
do a better job demonstrating the possibilities 
such resources provide.
Op Ed — Random Ramblings ......... 26
Confessions of an Open Access heretic by 
Bob holley — Based on Bob’s Library Trends 
upcoming article, he concludes that academic 
libraries had not benefitted from open access 
and that they should worry about the unintend-
ed consequences of its success.
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Lessons Learned at the Cupcake Store by 
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Monographic Musings by Corey Seeman — 
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Cases of note — Copyright .............. 42
Appropriation Art by Bruce Strauch — Pat-
rick Cariou v. Richard Prince.
Questions and Answers ..................... 43
Copyright Column by Laura n. gasaway 
— As always, Lolly features many relevant 
questions and answers.  And in this issue, 
there is one relevant question included that’s 
about Research Gate.
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Bet You Missed it .............................. 10
by Bruce Strauch — What do Butch Cassidy 
and the Sundance Kid and Shaye Elliott have 
in common?  Read about it here!
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Reports of Meetings — In this issue Sever 
shares a report from WikiCite 2018 and 
Ramune shares the first installment of reports 
from the 2018 Charleston Conference.
The Scholarly Publishing Scene ....... 50
Eric Proskauer and his Cohorts by Myer 
Kutz — I love Myer’s forays into the history 
of scientific publishing.
Don’s Conference notes .................... 58
2018 Fiesole Collection Development Re-
treat by Guest Columnist Leah hinds.
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Little Red herrings ............................. 8
Patience and Fortitude by Mark Y. herring 
— Mark reminds us of the philanthropists that 
built the New York Public Library.
Both Sides now:  Vendors and 
Librarians .......................................... 52
The First Rule of negotiation Requires 
Both Sides to Bargain in good Faith by 
Michael gruenberg — Mike says the reality 
is that there are only four outcomes to every 
negotiation.  Do you know what they are? 
Mike tells us.
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Digitization Workflows: Streamlining the 
Digitization Process and Distinguishing the 
Peculiarities in Capturing Various Archival 
Materials by Marina georgieva — A case 
study based on one librarian’s experience that 
shares some of the practices, issues, challenges 
and tips related to making the digitization 
process more robust.
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information Resources & Libraries ....65
not if, But When: inevitability and Change 
Management by Corey Seeman — In explor-
ing change management, the role of the direc-
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Wandering the Web .......................... 54
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Patrons by Roxanne Spencer and Rebecca 
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What’s next? by John McDonald and Kath-
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Cindi Sandridge and Julia Merkel — In 
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